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Beethoven: Grande Sonate pathétique

{

À Son Altesse Monseigneur le Prince
Charles de Lichnowsky

Grande Sonate pathétique
op. 13
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Ludwig van Beethoven
Grande Sonate
pathétique op. 13
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
With a foreword by Hartmut Hein
and notes on performance practice
by Mario Aschauer
BA 10851 · approx. € 5.50
To appear in November 2012

attacca subito il Allegro

© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

The “Pathétique” is the first work to be published by Bärenreiter as part of a
series of selected Beethoven piano sonatas. This Sonata in C minor was his first
large work in this genre and a prime example of the late 18th century sonata. To
this day it remains a source of fascination with its ardent pathos and emotional
coherence. While first sketches probably date back to 1796, Beethoven did not
complete the sonata until 1798/99, shortly after his string trio in C minor, op. 9
from 1797/98. He published the work in December 1799 in Vienna.

ISMN 979-0-006-54205-5

9 790006 542055

New Issue Title

This Urtext edition of the famous sonata edited by the Beethoven expert
Jonathan Del Mar remains faithful to the sources and reflects the latest research.
With its clear print and practical page turns, it will appeal to advanced piano
students, pianists and teachers. It includes a historical foreword, a detailed critical
commentary as well as informative notes on performance practice.

•
•
•
•

Scholarly-critical performing Urtext edition based on most recent research
For advanced piano students, pianists and teachers
Optimum page turns and notes on performance practice
Detailed foreword (Ger/Eng) and critical commentary (Eng)

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Piano

Piano work by Brahms published
for the first time

Johannes Brahms
Albumblatt
for Piano
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by
Christopher Hogwood
BA 9606 · € 4.95
Already published

ISMN 979-0-006-54228-4

9 790006 542284

During his research, Christopher Hogwood came across an unpublished source
which had not been taken into consideration for any previous edition.
While on a concert-tour in 1853 with the violinist Ede Reményi, the young Brahms
visited Arnold Wehner, the Music Director of the Göttingen University. In
Wehner’s Album Amicorum – which included contributions from Robert and Clara
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Jenny Lind, Rossini and Liszt – Brahms had notated a
short piano piece.
The source consists of a one-page autograph of this literal Albumblatt (untitled
by Brahms). The composer used it 12 years later – revised and transposed from
A minor to A-flat minor – in his Horn Trio.
The Albumblatt is published as a scholarly-critical Urtext edition. A facsimile
of the autograph score is also included.

•
•
•
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Published for the first time in a modern Urtext edition
With a foreword (Eng/Ger) and critical commentary (Eng)
With a facsimile of the autograph score

Piano

Habanera by Chabrier in first Urtext edition
Habanera
à Mademoiselle Marguerite Lamoureux
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Emmanuel Chabrier
Habanera
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Britta Schilling-Wang
With fingering by
Tamara Stefanovich
BA 10839 · approx. € 4.95
To appear in November 2012



© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

Chabrier was heralded by the young generation of composers in France, particularly
by Debussy, Ravel and Poulenc, as the founder of the French Modern. He achieved
resounding success with his orchestra rhapsody España upon returning from his
trip to Spain. Riding on this success, he composed the Habanera in 1885 which was
met with equal enthusiasm. The piece was soon circulated in various arrangements.
Chabrier himself transcribed the piece for orchestra in 1889.

ISMN 979-0-006-54223-9

9 790006 542239

New Issue Title

Bärenreiter is publishing the original version for piano for the first time in an Urtext
edition. This striking piece is ideal for teaching purposes and includes fingering by
Tamara Stefanovich as well as a well-presented layout with optimum page turns.

•
•
•
•

First scholarly-critical Urtext edition
Ideal for teaching
Informative foreword (Eng/Ger) and critical commentary (Eng)
With fingering and optimum page turns

Tamara Stefanovich studied at the University of Belgrade, at the Curtis Institute
of Music and at the Hochschule für Musik und Tanz in Cologne. Working alongside
conductors such as Esa-Pekka Salonen, Pierre Boulez and Vladimir Jurowski, she
has performed with the Cleveland Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
London Philharmonic Orchestra. For Bärenreiter she has already prepared
fingering for the Urtext edition of Claude Debussy’s Images (1re série: BA 10821,
2e série: BA 10822).
New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Piano

Available again:
Schubert’s late piano works
Ungarische Melodie
D 817
Zseliz, 2. September 1824
Allegretto
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Franz Schubert
Late Piano Works
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BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Walther Dürr
With fingering and suggestions for
performance by Mario Aschauer
BA 9634 · approx. € 9.95
To appear in October 2012
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Excerpt
from: BA 9634
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BA 9634

ISMN 979-0-006-54226-0

9 790006 542260

New Issue Title

Contents
Ungarische Melodie D 817
Allegretto in c D 915
Drei Klavierstücke D 946
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© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

Suggestions on performance practice, optimum page turns and fingering which
takes into consideration essential aspects of performance practice of Schubert’s
time as well as the performance on modern concert pianos are all included in this
edition.

•
•
•
•

Based on the Urtext of the New Schubert Edition
Newly engraved Urtext edition with optimum page turns
With fingering and information on performance practice (Ger/Eng)
In-depth foreword (Ger/Eng) and critical commentary (Eng)

Mario Aschauer studied piano, historical keyboard instruments, conducting and
musicology in Linz, Salzburg and Vienna. He performs as a soloist and chamber
musician with, among others, the Austrian Calamus-Consort, and has developed
a wide-ranging repertoire on the fortepiano, cembalo and organ. Mario Aschauer
has been a collaborator for the New Schubert Edition since 2008 and is a teacher
at the University of Vienna. In his research, he concentrates on the historical
performance practice of European art music of the 17 th – 19th centuries.

Piano

New research on Faurés’s famous Ballade
À Camille Saint-Saëns

Ballade
Op. 19
Andante cantabile q = 66
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Gabriel Fauré
Ballade
in F-sharp major, op. 19
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Christophe Grabowski
With a foreword and notes on
performance practice
BA 10841 · approx. € 12.95
To appear in September 2012

*) Voir le commentaire critique. / See the Critical Commentary.

BA 10841

© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

Fauré’s piano works are of central importance within his compositional oeuvre.
He dedicated his Ballade, composed in 1879, to his teacher Camille Saint-Saëns.
Structurally and in terms of its lyrical character the work breaks from the genre’s
epic form and takes on the traits of the sonata form. In 1881 Fauré arranged his
Ballade for piano and orchestra and the work was premiered in this new scoring.

ISMN 979-0-006-54225-3

9 790006 542253

New Issue Title
Drawing on the most recent discoveries and comprehensive source research, the
work is presented in a scholarly-critical Urtext edition. The publication, which is
based on the Œuvres complètes de Gabriel Fauré, includes a detailed foreword and
notes on performance practice.

•
•
•
•

Published on the basis of Œuvres complètes de Gabriel Fauré
Incorporates the latest research and findings regarding the sources
Scholarly-critical Urtext edition with advice on performance practice
Detailed foreword (Fr/Eng/Ger) and critical commentary (Fr/Eng)

Christophe Grabowski is a pianist and doctor of musicology who studied in
Warsaw and in Paris. He edited, among other works, one volume of the Œuvres
complètes de Gabriel Fauré, two volumes of the Édition Complète des Œuvres de
Claude Debussy, and was the series editor for the new Chopin Complete Edition.
In 2010, together with John Rink, he published the Annotated Catalogue of
Chopin’s First Editions.

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Piano

A radically new fugal system

Antonín Rejcha
36 fug pro klavír
36 Fugues for Piano
Edited by Václav Jan Sýkora
BA 9541 ∙ approx. € 34.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-2601-0559-1

9 790260 105591

New Issue Title

The Czech composer AntonÍn Rejcha (also Anton Reicha, 1770–1836) was famous
as both an experimental composer and as a teacher and theorist. His 36 Fugues
for Piano testify to this experimentalism; they can be seen as a type of
“Well-Tempered Piano of the new ages”, basing the traditional Baroque fugue on
radical new fundaments.
The first edition of this unusual collection was produced in 1803 in Vienna by
Reicha’s own publishing company Au Magasin de l’Imprimerie chimique. It included
both a dedication poem to Joseph Haydn and a comprehensive foreword in which
Reicha identifies the characteristics of his compositional style. The second edition
(Vienna 1805) included a short theoretical text Über das neue Fugensystem (“On
the new fugal system”) in the form of a polemic, reacting to his critics, one of
whom was Beethoven. Six fugues are based on the themes of other composers
(Haydn, Bach, Mozart, Scarlatti, Frescobaldi, Handel). The musical text is a
corrected reprint of the edition by Václav Jan Sýkora from 1973, which itself was
based on the referred to edition from 1805 as well as on the later edition by Tobias
Haslinger (Vienna, c. 1828).

•
•
•
8
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Works historically important to the development of the fugue
New foreword by Roman Dykast (Cz/Eng/Ger)
Comments on historically-informed performance practice by Jaroslav Tůma
(Cz/Eng/Ger)

Piano

The complete solo sonatas by Mozart’s
popular contemporary

Leopold Koželuch
Souborné vydání
sonát pro klavír
Complete Sonatas
for Keyboard
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Christopher Hogwood
Volume IV
BA 9514 · approx. € 41.95
To appear in November 2012

In 1790, during the lifetime of Mozart and Haydn, Ernst Ludwig Gerber wrote of
Koželuch in his famous handbook for musicians, “without opposition, by young
and old, (…) generally the best-loved composer alive today”. His works display
“liveliness and grace, the noblest of melodies with the purest of harmonies, and
a pleasing organisation of rhythm and modulation.”
Until now, pianists have had little chance to acquaint themselves with the
complete range of Koželuch’s sonatas since very few modern editions were
available. For the first time, this new complete edition by Christopher Hogwood
presents all of Koželuch’s sonatas for solo keyboard.
The four volumes each contain 12 to 13 sonatas, and the works are presented
chronologically according to the date of their first publication.
Volume IV includes also those sonatas that are found only in hand-written
sources.

ISMN 979-0-2601-0504-1

9 790260 105041

New Issue Title

Already published:

•
•
•
•

First complete edition of the sonatas for keyboard by Leopold Koželuch
Fills a gap in Czech and Middle-European Classical repertoire
Suitable for amateurs as well as professionals; ideal for teaching purposes
Includes a detailed foreword (Eng/Cz/Ger), a critical commentary (Eng) and
facsimile pages

Leopold Koželuch
Complete Sonatas for Keyboard
Volume I: BA 9511 · € 39.95
Volume II: BA 9512 · € 39.95
Volume III: BA 9513 · € 44.95

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Organ

For church services and teaching
1. Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr
Johann Georg Herzog
(1822–1909)

Mit klaren, frischen Stimmen
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Easy organ music
for church services and teaching
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Sonntagsorgel











   

 







  
   







   

  

Edited by Armin Kircher
and Marius Schwemmer
12



Volume III: Chorale Preludes
BA 11206 · approx. € 10.00
To appear in October 2012
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© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

ISMN 979-0-006-52970-4

9 790006 529704

Sonntagsorgel is a collection of stylistically varied pieces for the amateur organist
comprising three volumes. The editions are ideal for teaching purposes or for use
in church services.

New Issue Title

“… a collection that brings pleasure to
the musical amateur and also offers some
attractive discoveries for the professional.”
(Musica sacra)
“Who amongst us amateur organists
doesn’t ask himself ‘What will I play this
Sunday’ – with little time to practice and,
if possible, a piece which isn’t too
well-known? In these volumes one
will find the answer!“
(Württembergische Blätter
für Kirchenmusik)

The third volume contains liturgical organ music (chorale preludes and hymn
accompaniments) and includes works by composers from Johann Christian
Bach to Augustinus Franz Kropfreiter. The first volume includes festive preludes,
toccatas and fugues, trios and pastorals by German and French composers from
the 17 th through to the 20th century. In the second volume, meditative pieces by
composers ranging from Christian Heinrich to Théodore Salomé are presented.
The pieces are easy to sight-read and sound impressive. The volumes will be
appreciated by amateur and professional church-musicians alike.

•
•
•

Collection of organ music which does not require much practising
Mainly for amateur organists
Suitable for teaching purposes

Already published:
Volume I: Festive Music – Fugues – Trios BA 9287 · € 10.00		
Volume II: Meditative Music – Pastorals BA 9288 · € 10.00

10
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Organ

New: Easy concert pieces for organ
Sonata
Luigi Cherubini (1760–1842)
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Bearbeitet von / arranged by Karl-Peter Chilla
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ENJOY THE ORGAN 1
A selection of easily playable pieces
Edited by Karl-Peter Chilla
BA 11207 · approx. € 13.50
To appear in November 2012




© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

Enjoy the Organ presents attractive organ pieces from the 18th and 19th centuries
that are manageable on smaller instruments and, even with little practice time,
lead to impressive results. These pieces are intended primarily for the amateur
organist but can also be of interest to the professional who can use these as a
starting point for improvisation.

ISMN 979-0-006-52641-3

9 790006 526413

New Issue Title
Volume 1 includes, among other pieces: Luigi Cherubini, Sonata in F major; Louis
Claude Daquin, Le Coucou; Christian Gotthilf Tag, Organ Symphony in C major;
Anonymous, Variations on “La Gayta”; Edward d′Evry, Au soir; Carl Czerny,
Prelude in F major op. 698.1

•
•
•
•

A collection of easy concert pieces for the organ
Mainly for amateur church musicians and organists
Manageable on smaller instruments
Leads to impressive results

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Organ

For organ and solo instrument

ORGAN PLUS ONE
Original works and arrangements
for church services and concerts
Edited by Carsten Klomp
Death and Eternity / Funeral Service
BA 8504 · approx. € 17.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-54069-3

9 790006 540693

New Issue Title

Already published:
Organ Plus One
Advent / Christmas
BA 8501 · € 17.95

This series in which several volumes have been published, has been developed
specifically for amateur church musicians and instrumentalists and is well suited
for use in liturgical services or small-scale concerts. Idiomatic instrumental
arrangements and the stylistic variety of selected pieces offer organists and
instrumentalists fast and impressive results. Included are pieces that are
freely-composed or based on chorales, both original works and arrangements.
The editions include solo parts for instruments in C, B-flat, E-flat and F which can
be played by violin, flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet and horn in F. The range of the
solo parts is in the middle register.
The contents of the volumes correspond to the season of the church year.

Passion / Easter
BA 8503 · € 17.95
Divine Service
BA 8506 · € 17.95
Communion
BA 8507 · € 17.95

12
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Advent / Christmas · Passion / Easter · Epiphany / Whitsun / Pentacost ·
Death and Eternity / Funeral Service · Praise and Thanks · Divine Service ·
Communion

“‘Organ plus one’ fills a gap in the repertoire. One wishes the series a wide
circulation and every success.” (Kirchenmusik im Bistum Mainz)

Organ

The new series for organ and
brass ensemble

ORGAN PLUS BRASS
Original Works and Arrangements
for Brass Choir and Organ
Edited by Carsten Klomp
and Heiko Petersen
Excerpt from: BA 11202

The series organ plus brass presents original works and arrangements for organ
and brass ensemble. The wind parts are written to meet the needs of amateur
ensembles and the organ parts are ideal for non-professional church musicians
playing on smaller organs.
The full score comes with an inserted wind score in C, which is also available
separately. Wind parts in C and B-flat can also be purchased, enabling the
performance by brass ensembles of varying instrumentation.
Volume II comprises five chorale preludes from the 19th century. The chorales on
which they are based are well known internationally and can be used throughout
the church year.

Volume II: Five Chorale Preludes
from the Romantic Era
Arrangements: Carsten Klomp
Full score with inserted wind score in C
BA 11202 · approx. € 12.95
Wind score in C
BA 11202-51 · approx. € 4.95
Separate parts:
Trumpet 1 in B-flat
Trumpet 2 in B-flat
Trombone 1 in C
Trombone 2 in C
Horn in F

BA 11202-52 · approx. € 2.25
BA 11202-53 · approx. € 2.25
BA 11202-58 · approx. € 2.25
BA 11202-59 · approx. € 2.25
BA 11202-89 · approx. € 2.25

To appear in August 2012

•
•
•

Literature for brass ensemble and organ
Suitable for amateur brass ensembles and non-professional organists
Transposed parts allow for flexible instrumentation

Contents
Christian Fink (1831–1911): Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern
Emil Dercks (1849–1911): Jesus, meine Zuversicht
Theophil Forchhammer (1847–1923): Sollt ich meinem Gott nicht singen
Max Gulbins (1862–1932): Nun danket alle Gott
Otto Scherzer (1821–1886): Christus, der ist mein Leben

ISMN 979-0-006-52644-4

9 790006 526444

Score with inserted
wind score in C
BA 11202

New Issue Title

Already published:
Volume I: Théodore Dubois
Marche triomphale
BA 11201 · € 11.95

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Organ

Fourth volume of the successful series

Jazz Inspirations
for Organ 4
for Church Services and Concerts
Edited by Uwe-Karsten Groß
In cooperation with
Gunther Martin Göttsche
BA 11210 · approx. € 30.95
To appear in November 2012

BA 11210
ISMN 979-0-006-52642-0

9 790006 526420

New Issue Title

Already published:
Jazz Inspirations for Organ 1
BA 8440 · € 30.95
Jazz Inspirations for Organ 2
BA 9203 · € 30.95
Jazz Inspirations for Organ 3
BA 9260 · € 30.95
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Following the continuing success of the first three volumes of Jazz Inspirations for
Organ, the fourth and final volume of the series is now being published, adding
further repertoire to the pieces already available. The charm of the series lies in
the interpretation of the various jazz styles.
Volume 4 includes, among others, the following compositions:
Zsolt Gardonyi, Egatop; David Christiansen, Three Jazz Waltzes; Matthias Nagel,
Zwei Choral-Improvisationen (Two Chorale Improvisations); Lilo Kunkel, Meditation
and Gerhard Luchterhandt, Little shepherdschachacha, Quempas-Reggae, Funky
Praise

•
•

Popular music for pipe organ
Jazz, swing, blues und more

“The journey of discovery into the sound-world of jazz is also for organists
worthwhile, and at the same time it is fun.“ (Organ)

Organ

Vierne’s complete works for organ
in 14 volumes

Louis Vierne
Complete Organ Works II
Symphony No. 2 op. 20
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by
Helga Schauerte-Maubouet
In cooperation with Thierry Escaich,
Jean-Pierre Mazeirat and Rollin Smith
BA 9222 · approx. € 24.95
To appear in December 2012
Already published:

Louis Vierne (1870–1937) was a private student of César Franck and was appointed
Titular Organist of Notre Dame de Paris in the year 1900. Numerous concert tours
throughout Europe and the USA helped him achieve world renown. His circle of
students included Marcel Dupré, whose own pupil, Thierry Escaich, has assisted
with this edition.
Vierne’s compositions are masterpieces of organ music and form a central part
of the instrument’s more demanding repertoire. Vierne brought the organ
symphony as a genre to its peak and significantly influenced the development of
organ-playing worldwide.
Based on the work’s first publication, Volume II presents the second of a total of
six organ symphonies.

•
•
•

Includes a comprehensive critical commentary (Fr/Eng/Ger)
Foreword (Fr/Eng/Ger) with details on performance practice
Numerous illustrations and facsimile pages

ISMN 979-0-006-53436-4

No distribution rights for
France, Italy and Spain.

BA 9222
9 790006 534364

New Issue Title

I: Symphony No. 1 op. 14
BA 9221 · € 24.95
III: Symphony No. 3 op. 28
BA 9223 · € 22.95
VI: Symphony No. 6 op. 59
BA 9226 · € 26.95
Pièces de Fantaisie en quatre suites
VII.1: (Livre I, 1–6) op. 51
BA 9227 · € 19.95
VII.2: (Livre II, 7–12) op. 53
BA 9228 · € 22.95
VII.3: (Livre III, 13–18) op. 54
BA 9229 · € 22.95
VII.4: (Livre IV, 19–24) op. 55
BA 9230 · € 22.95
Pièces en style libre pour orgue ou harmonium
VIII.1: (Livre I, 1–12) op. 31
BA 9235 · € 22.95
VIII.2: (Livre II, 13–24) op. 31
BA 9236 · € 24.95
IX: Masses and Individual Liturgical Works
BA 9237 · € 29.95
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Organ

First Urtext edition of the complete
organ works

Gerard Bunk
Complete Organ Works,
Volume V
Works opp. 65, 80, 81
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jan Boecker
In cooperation with
Wolfgang Stockmeier
BA 9285 · approx. € 40.50
To appear in November 2012
ISMN 979-0-006-53719-8

9 790006 537198

New Issue Title

Already published:
Volume I: BA 9281 · € 40.50
Volume II: BA 9282 · € 40.50
Volume III: BA 9283 · € 40.50
Volume IV: BA 9284 · € 38.95

Gerard Bunk was one of the greatest organists of the second half of the
twentieth century. He developed his own characteristic style, independent of
Reger. His organ compositions can be divided into individual freely-composed
works, character pieces, choral introductions and six large-scale concert pieces.
Volume V presents Bunk’s late organ works, which are comparable in quality to
the works of Max Reger and Sigfrid Karg-Elert. Harmonically bold and full of
individual style, the works provide one of the earliest examples of late Romantic
style before the emergence of the Organ Reform Movement.
For this Urtext edition comprehensive source research has been carried out based
on the latest musicological findings. Each of the volumes includes a foreword,
numerous facsimile pages and illustrations as well as a critical commentary.
The complete edition will incorporate six volumes.

In preparation:
Volume VI
Works without opus number
BA 9286 · approx. € 40.50
(The final volume)
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Contents
Six Organ Pieces op. 65: No. 1: Stimmungsbild / No. 2: Idylle / No. 3: Consolation /
No. 4: Melodie / Nr. 5: Trauungszug / No. 6: Duo (Canon) – op. 80; op. 81

•
•
•
•

Edited by the composer’s grandson
Based on the latest musicological findings
Detailed foreword (Ger/Eng) and critical commentary (Ger/Eng)
Numerous facsimile pages and illustrations

Vocal Music

Famous work for solo voices by Pergolesi

Giovanni Battista Pergolesi
Stabat mater
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Malcolm Bruno
Piano reduction by Malcolm Bruno
Score
BA 7679 · approx. € 24.95
Vocal score (Lat)
BA 7679-90 · approx. € 9.95

The Stabat mater, composed shortly before Pergolesi’s untimely death at the early
age of 26, quickly attracted attention. The work’s importance was soon so great
that none other than Johann Sebastian Bach performed a German version of the
work based on the 51st Psalm. Numerous copies, prints and arrangements attest
to the work’s vast popularity, a popularity that still exists today.
For the present edition, the autograph was for the first time compared to a very
early Neapolitan score that is presumably based on the parts from the work’s
premiere. The findings have influenced the musical text; the details are described
in the critical commentary.

Organ: BA 7679-67 · approx. € 8.95
Violin I: BA 7679-74 · approx. € 4.95
Violin II: BA 7679-75 · approx. € 4.95
Viola: BA 7679-79 · approx. € 4.95
Violoncello/Bass:
BA 7679-82 · approx. € 4.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-52884-4

9 790006 528844

•
•

The popular work is presented in a well researched Urtext edition
Clear, idiomatic piano reduction

Score
BA 7679

New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-52890-5

9 790006 528905

Vocal score
BA 7679-90

New Issue Title

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Vocal Music

Revised Urtext edition

George Frideric Handel
Dixit Dominus HWV 232
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Hans-Joachim Marx
Piano reduction by Andreas Köhs
Score
BA 10704 · approx. € 28.95
Vocal score (Lat)
BA 10704-90 · approx. € 15.95
Choral score
BA 10704-91 · approx. € 6.95
Violin I
BA 10704-74 · approx. € 5.75
Violin II
BA 10704-75 · approx. € 5.75
Viola I
BA 10704-79 · approx. € 5.75
Viola II
BA 10704-80 · approx. € 5.75
Bass/Cont. (with figures)
BA 10704-86 · approx. € 5.75
Organ / Harpsichord
BA 10704-67 · approx. € 15.95
To appear in November 2012
Replaces BA 4002

BA 10704

Handel wrote the famous Dixit Dominus with the text of Psalm 109 during
his time in Italy in c. 1707. Although he was only 22 years old, the work already
demonstrates his wide spectrum of compositional abilities which are later
fully realized in his operas and oratorios. Central to this work are the six choral
movements, which – with their polyphonic structure – are closely related to
German choral music of the 17 th century.
This edition offers a thorough revision of this frequently-performed work. It replaces
the Urtext edition BA 4002 based on the Halle Handel Edition which was published in
1960. The new performance material is not compatible with the old one. Mistakes
in the old edition regarding a small number of pitches, but mostly basso continuo
figures and the underlaying text have now been corrected with evidence found in
two previously unavailable sources. In the new edition the work appears in nine
movements – no longer eight – which reflects the composer’s intentions.

•
•

Presented in a revised Urtext edition
Clear, straightforward piano reduction
ISMN 979-0-006-52637-6

9 790006 526376

Score
BA 10704
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New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-52638-3

ISMN 979-0-006-52639-0

9 790006 526383

9 790006 526390

Vocal score
BA 10704-90

Choral score
BA 10704-91

New Issue Title

Vocal Music

Weimar cantata revised

Johann Sebastian Bach
Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele
BWV 143
Urtext from the
New Bach Edition – Revised
Edited by Andreas Glöckner
Piano reduction by Andreas Köhs
Vocal score (Ger)
BA 10143-90 · approx. € 5.95
Study score
TP 1143 · approx. € 8.95
Little is known about the genesis of Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele BWV 143.
A transcription from the 19th century was for a long time considered the only
source; the musical text of the New Bach Edition was based on this material.
Recently however a copy of the score from 1762 has become available. It offers
a more reliable musical text, rendering a complete revision of the cantata
necessary.
On the basis of this new source, the work is presented here as part of the
New Bach Edition – Revised in what is presumably its original form in C major
with three trumpets. This orchestration is more typical of Bach’s writing than
the version for three horns in the surviving B-flat major version.

•
•
•

Revised Urtext edition of the Weimar Cantata
Based on the New Bach Edition – Revised
Idiomatic piano reduction

Violin I
BA 10143-74 · approx. € 3.50
Violin II
BA 10143-75 · approx. € 3.50
Viola
BA 10143-79 · approx. € 3.50
Violoncello
BA 10143-82 · approx. € 3.50
Wind set
BA 10143-65 · approx. € 11.95
Organ
BA 10143-67 · approx. € 12.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-54241-3

9 790006 542413

Vocal score
BA 10143-90
New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-20533-2

9 790006 205332

Study score
TP 1143
New Issue Title
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Vocal Music

One of Janáček’s key works
8
42
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Final authorised version




BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jiří Zahrádka
Piano reduction by Martin Zehn



Vocal score (Old Church Slavonic)
BA 6862-90 · approx. € 34.95
Performance material
available on hire
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Leoš Janáček
Mša glagolskaja
Glagolitic Mass
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BA 6862-90

To appear in September 2012
ISMN 979-0-006-54205-5

9 790006 542055

New Issue Title

The Glagolitic Mass, one of the 20th century masterpieces of sacred music, has
a very complex genesis and constitutes an intricate editorial challenge. The
recently published scholarly-critical edition presents two different versions of the
work in two separate volumes: the “September 1927” version (BA 6863) which
the composer completed before the first rehearsals and subsequent premiere in
Brno and the version he partly reworked for the first Prague performance in April
1928 (BA 6862). This second version was then revised further and published after
JanáČek’s death by Universal Edition Wien in 1930. Known as the “final authorised
version”, it has been newly edited for this publication which is based on the
engraver’s copy of the score prepared by JanáČek’s regular copyist Václav Sedláček.
The “final authorised version” is the significant version and most suited to
performance purposes. The instrumentation is richer, it is more straightforward
to rehearse and several important passages are more coherent than in the earlier
version. It is the later version that is presented in the vocal score. The Old Church
Slavonic text has been prepared by the slavicist Radoslav Večerka.

•
•
•
20
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Urtext edition based on volume B/5-I of the Complete Critical Edition of the
Works of Leoš Janáček
Translation of the Old Church Slavonic into three languages (Cz/Eng/Ger)
New idiomatic piano reduction

Vocal Music

Christmas repertoire for concerts
or church services

Gerd-Peter Münden
Six Motets
for Christmas
BA 8957 · approx. € 15.95
Excerpt from: BA 8957

Year after year, during Advent and the Christmas season, compositions are sought
which present well-known carols in a new light, whether it be compositions set
for small or larger groups, for children or adults, with or without accompanying
keyboard instruments. This collection by Gerd-Peter Münden presents carols in
new settings as a welcome addition to the Christmas literature and will enrich the
repertoire of an adults’ or children’s choir.

•
•
•
•

Well-known Advent and Christmas carols in new settings
With texts in German and English
With short Latin introductions as a part of each motet
Ideal for a children’s or adults’ choir during the Christmas season

Contents
There comes a galley, laden / Es kommt ein Schiff, geladen
O saviour, open heaven’s gate / O Heiland, reiß die Himmel auf
O Lord, how shall I meet you / Wie soll ich dich empfangen
Angels from the realms of Glory / Hört der Engel helle Lieder
As I was watching o’er my sheep / Als ich bei meinen Schafen wacht
Good Christian men rejoice / Nun singet und seid froh

Choral score
for mixed choir (Ger/Eng)
BA 8957-91 · approx. € 5.50
Choral score
for children’s choir (Ger/Eng)
BA 8957-97 · approx. € 4.50
To appear in August 2012
ISMN 979-0-006-52551-5

9 790006 525515

Score BA 8957
New Issue Title

The Editor
Gerd-Peter Münden is one of the most creative German church-musicians today.
From 1992 to 1999 he worked as the cantor in Minden, where he also directed the
music school for choristers. From 1999 he has been the Cathedral-Cantor at the
Braunschweig Cathedral and the director of the cathedral school for choristers.
He is the initiator and artistic director of a successful school project throughout
Germany encouraging youngsters to sing.
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Solo Voice

Amen and Hallelujah
HWV 270
ca. 1728–1740
Soprano
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George Frideric Handel
Nine Amen and
Halleluja Movements,
HWV 269-277
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For soprano and basso continuo
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BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Stephan Blaut
Basso continuo realization
by Christoph Harer
BA 10256 · approx. € 12.95
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BA 4098

To appear in December 2012
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© 2010 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

Score of the Halle Handel Edition · BA 4098

Between 1728 and 1747 Handel composed these nine two-part movements for
soprano and instrumental bass. Though speculation exists, the occasion for which
the pieces were composed as well as the exact date of their composition remain
unknown.
ISMN 979-0-006-53653-5

9 790006 536535

New Issue Title

The soprano sings short liturgical phrases such as “Amen”, “Allelujah”, “Alleluja,
amen” or “Amen, alleluia”. The editor has supplied a text for the movement
HWV 275, which until now has, for reasons unknown, been without text. The
Amen and Hallelujah movements are in easy keys (using up to one sharp or
two flats) and the modulations rarely move to harmonically distant tonal areas.
Handel figured the bassline very detailed which plays mostly an accompanying,
supportive role, imitating the voice in a few places. The vocal part is distinguished
by the repetition of motives, by repeated notes but also by short or extended
coloratura. Presumably these movements were intended for use in teaching.
Today these short movements of between 25 and 76 bars lend themselves well to
use in church services.

•
•
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Based on the Urtext of the Halle Handel Edition
Idiomatic realization of the continuo part

Solo Voice

Schubert’s last song cycle in Urtext
157

Lieder nach Heinrich Heine
8. Der Atlas
Etwas geschwind
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Franz Schubert
Schwanengesang D 957 / D 965 A
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BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Walther Dürr
BA 9116 high
BA 9136 medium
BA 9156 low

15
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Price per volume · € 13.95
cresc.

Already published
BA 9104

BA 9116

After Schubert’s death in 1828, his brother Ferdinand passed on thirteen songs
based on texts by Ludwig Rellstab and Heinrich Heine to the publisher Haslinger.
Schubert had only composed them shortly before his death, in August 1828.
During his lifetime Schubert actually wanted to publish the two groups of Lieder
separately. However, the Heine and Rellstab songs are indeed closely related.
Haslinger added a fourteenth Lied, Die Taubenpost, based on a text by Johann
Gabriel Seidl, which Schubert had composed at the same time as Der Hirt auf dem
Felsen (D 965) one month before his death but which in no way bares any relation
to the Rellstab and Heine Lieder. This collection was published posthumously by
Haslinger early in May 1829, and it was named Schwanengesang – traditionally the
term given to an artist’s last work before his death.

•
•
•

Based on the Urtext of the New Schubert Edition
Foreword by Walther Dürr about the genesis and history of the works and
the available sources for each individual Lied (Ger/Eng)
English translations of the Lied texts by Richard Wigmore

ISMN 979-0-006-52952-0

9 790006 529520

New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-52953-7

9 790006 529537

medium
BA 9136

New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-52954-4

Contents
1. Liebesbotschaft / 2. Kriegers Ahnung / 3. Frühlingssehnsucht / 4. Ständchen /
5. Aufenthalt / 6. In der Ferne / 7. Abschied / 8. Der Atlas / 9. Ihr Bild /
10. Das Fischermädchen / 11. Die Stadt / 12. Am Meer / 13. Der Doppelgänger /
Die Taubenpost, D 965 A

high
BA 9116

9 790006 529544

low
BA 9156

New Issue Title

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Opera

New vocal score of Handel’s Almira
SCORE File: B7-165.MUS

Project: A&O 2k 04.05.12

File Date:05-02-*2 Time: 18:45 Print data: 1.00 -1.4 2.0 300 3

165

44. Aria
ALMIRA
Sa
Mei

4
A.
ne
ne

George Frideric Handel
Almira, Königin von Kastilien
HWV 1

To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-53639-9

9 790006 536399

New Issue Title
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BA 4050-90

Almira, Handel’s first opera, was well received when premiered in 1705 at the
Theater am Gänsemarkt in Hamburg. The director was Reinhard Keiser, who,
remarkably, had himself already set Friedrich Christian Feustking’s text to music.
The role of Fernando was sung by Johann Mattheson. The translation used
by Handel leaves several Italian arias in their original language, resulting in a
delightful mixture of German and Italian.
The opera which, after sundry entangled romances, ends in the wedding of three
couples, is characterised by exuberant scenes: the procession at Almira’s crowning
ceremony, a duel, a prison scene and a masked-ball involving the three continents
Europe, Africa and Asia.
Almira was performed again in 1732 in an arrangement by Georg Philipp Telemann.
It was the only opera by Handel performed in the 19th century, which possibly
attracted Franz Liszt to produce his piano arrangements of the Sarabande and
Chaconne from the opera’s first act.

•
•
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•
•
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pia ga un
heilt nur

6

BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Dorothea Schröder
Piano reduction by Andreas Köhs

Performance material
available on hire

la
de

A.

Opera in three acts
Libretto by Friedrich Christian Feustking
(based on the libretto by Giulio Pancieri
for the Dramma per musica L’ Almira
by Giuseppe Boniventi)

Vocal score (Ital/Ger)
BA 4050-90 · approx. € 39.95

rà
Wun

Urtext edition based on the Halle Handel Edition
Original German and Italian text with a German translation of the
Italian arias
Comprehensive foreword (Ger/Eng)
Clear, straightforward piano reduction

Opera

Gluck’s most famous work
41
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Christoph Willibald Gluck’s most popular opera Orphée et Euridice was performed
in 1774 in Paris to sensational success. This new adaption followed the original
Viennese version with Italian text that was first performed in 1762 under the
direction of the composer in the Burgtheater. For the Paris version Gluck changed
the leading part Orpheus from an alto to a tenor role and composed new recitatives.
Both versions of Gluck’s reform drama are based on a libretto by Ranieri
de’ Calzabigi and revolutionised metastasian opera of the 18th century. Solo
and choral music, instrumental music, pantomime and dance are all closely
connected; the myth replaces a historical plot surrounded by intrigue; where
there would have been a da-capo aria there are now simple song forms and
coloratura is largely abandoned. These meticulously revised vocal scores of both
versions are also newly set.

•
•
•
•
•

Urtext editions based on Gluck, The Complete Works
Revised and newly set
New forewords – Orfeo (Ger/Eng/Ital), Orphée (Ger/Eng/Fr)
Clear, idiomatic piano reductions
The revised editions are compatible with the old editions

Christoph Willibald Gluck
Orfeo ed Euridice
(Vienna version from 1762)
Azione teatrale per musica in three acts
Libretto by Ranieri de’ Calzabigi
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Anna Amalie Abert
and Ludwig Finscher
Piano reduction by Heinz Moehn
Vocal score (Ital/Ger)
BA 2294-90 · approx. € 32.95
To appear in December 2012

Orphée et Euridice
(Paris version from 1774)
Tragédie opéra (Drame héroïque)
in three acts. Libretto by Pierre-Louis
Moline based on Ranieri de’ Calzabigi
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Ludwig Finscher
Piano reduction by Jürgen Sommer
Vocal score (Fr/Ger)
BA 2282-90 · approx. € 42.50
To appear in September 2012
Performance material to both versions
available on hire
ISMN 979-0-006-41973-9

ISMN 979-0-006-41956-2

9 790006 419739

9 790006 419562

BA 2294-90

BA 2282-90

New Issue Title

New Issue Title
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Study Scores

New edition based on the latest scholarly
research
This study score is based on the editor Gerhard Croll’s 1982 publication of the
opera as part of the New Mozart Edition, as well as on the critical commentary
from 2002 by Faye Ferguson.
The findings and corrections from the critical commentary have been incorporated
in this new study score edition, ensuring that it reflects the latest scholarly
research. Numerous editorial errors have been corrected, and unsolved questions
regarding the authenticity of additions and amendments to the autograph
have been resolved. This is thanks to the almost complete survival of the work’s
original performance material and a second copy of the full score, which had only
been made available after the publication of the New Mozart Edition.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Die Entführung aus dem Serail
The Abduction from the Seraglio
K. 384

•
•

New edition based on the Urtext of the New Mozart Edition, reflecting
recent scholarly findings
Includes a new foreword (Ger/Eng)

Opera Singspiel in three acts
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Gerhard Croll
Study score
TP 311 · approx. € 33.95
To appear in November 2012

Reprinted in revised form

ISMN 979-0-006-20418-2

9 790006 204182

TP 311
New Issue Title

Mozart’s Seven Great Operas
in a boxed set
Seven study scores
TP 601 · € 228.00
Contents
To appear in December 2012
ISMN 979-0-006-20468-7

9 790006 204687

Idomeneo K. 366 / The Abduction from the Seraglio K. 384 / The Marriage of Figaro
K. 492 / Don Giovanni K. 527 / Così fan tutte K. 588 / The Magic Flute K. 620 /
La clemenza di Tito K. 621

•

TP 601

•
26
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Musical text from the Urtext of the New Mozart Edition, revised according
to current scholarly expertise, based on critical commentaries which have
since been published
Revised forewords (Eng/Ger)

F r a ncesco c ava llI- oPer e

The new edITIon aT BärenreITer

In recent decades, the
operas of Francesco cavalli
(1602–1676) have attracted
an increased interest from
theatres around the world,
an interest stimulated in
part by the overwhelming
popular success of
the operas of claudio
Monteverdi, cavalli’s great
predecessor and teacher.
whereas Monteverdi’s
extant operas are only
three, cavalli’s number
nearly thirty. Indeed, he
was the most prolific and
important opera composer
of the seventeenth century,
and it was his works that
set the stage for the
subsequent development
of opera as a genre.

By publishing scholarlycritical editions that are
designed for scholars and
performers alike, we hope
to satisfy and stimulate the
interest in these works. They
demonstrate for the first
time in history the ways in
which the vicissitudes of
theatrical life were managed
in the production of operas
on a regular basis. Meeting
the demands of modern
music practice, Bärenreiter
will offer the performance
material for Francesco
cavalli – opere on hire.
additionally, Bärenreiter
can meet the needs of
performers, assisting in
producing performance
material according to
individual instrumentation.

Publication schedule for the first volumes:

The Editors

La Calisto (1651)
ed. Álvaro Torrente / nicola Badolato
Ba 8901 · already published

General editor:
ellen rosand with
Álvaro Torrente

Artemisia (1657)
ed. hendrik schulze / sara elisa stangalino
Ba 8906 · 2012

Text editor:
lorenzo Bianconi

• The volumes of the
edition Francesco
Cavalli – Opere can be
purchased individually
or on subscription
at reduced prices.
• Each volume includes
a preface (English), the
libretto (Italian with
English translation)
and a critical report
(English).
• Format: 25.5 x 32.5 cm,
cloth-bound

Scipione Affricano (1664)
ed. Jennifer Brown / sara elisa stangalino
Ba 8904 · 2013
L’Orione (1653)
ed. davide daolmi / nicola Usula
Ba 8910 · 2013

Promotional material:
Please ask for the brochure
„Francesco Cavalli – Opere“
SPA 278 (Ger / Eng)
New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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“This Tristan will be
something formidable!
This last act!”
While working on the score to Tristan and Isolde,
Richard Wagner expressed his excitement and
elation about his new musical drama. Indeed, the
radical originality of the work proved to be both
unique and forward-looking: Over 150 years ago it
signiﬁed the “dawn” of the modern era and to this
day it has not lost any of its fascination.
Throughout his life, Richard Wagner was proud of
his even handwriting. He always strove to produce
manuscripts of a high calligraphic standard. The
Tristan manuscript is also very clear. More so than
in his other scores however, traces of his working
process are evident. It is precisely this aspect of
the autograph that makes it fascinating. Reading it,
one is witness to Wagner’s highly-concentrated,
powerful and relentless writing. This manuscript
is in every possible way unparalleled. It evokes
the aura of a singular individual.

28
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“I fear the opera will be banned – if the whole
performance isn't parodied through bad
performance – : only mediocre performances
can save me! Thoroughly good ones will surely
drive the people crazy.”
Richard Wagner

In time for the 200th anniversary of Wagner’s birth
in 2013, this great work will be published as a
BÄRENREITER FACSIMILE, in cooperation with the
National Archive of the Richard-Wagner-Stiftung
Bayreuth. In addition to the complete score, the
edition will include the autograph concert ending
of the Vorspiel as well as three pages that Wagner
rejected while composing and later used for
sketches.
Ulrich Konrad, the renowned musicologist and
winner of the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize
describes the genesis and performance history of
the work in his comprehensive commentary. He
also details the outward appearance and quality
of the autograph as well as giving an insight into
the musical language of Wagner.

Richard Wagner
Tristan and Isolde (WWV 90)
Facsimile of the autograph score
from the National Archive of the
Richard-Wagner-Stiftung Bayreuth
With a commentary by Ulrich Konrad
Documenta musicologica II, 45
354 + 10 pages of facsimile and
approx. 10 pages commentary
in each language (Eng/Ger)
Half leather binding
ISBN 978-3-7618-2270-8
approx. € 669.00
To appear in October 2012

BÄRENREITER FACSIMILE
Synonymous with the highest
authenticity

Promotional Material: Flyers English (SPA 310) and Japanese (SPA 311)
in preparation, to appear in October 2012

The BÄRENREITER FACSIMILE seal is
used exclusively for facsimile editions
published by Bärenreiter which meet
the highest demands in both scholarly
and technical terms.
The distinguishing features include:
• a facsimile in high-quality colour
printing
• attractive cover design
• scholarly commentary
New Publications 2/2012: The Programme
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Facsimile

One of the finest music manuscripts –
for scholarly and practical use

My Ladye Nevells Booke
Facsimile of the manuscript
in the British Library
Edited by Oliver Neighbour
Documenta musicologica II, 44
394 pages facsimile (two-colour printing)
and approx. 7 pages commentary
in each language (Eng/Ger); hardcover
ISBN 978-3-7618-2213-5
approx. € 169.00
To appear in September 2012

My Ladye Nevells Booke is one of the finest musical manuscripts of the late 16th
century. With its 42 compositions, it comprises about a third of the keyboard
music by William Byrd – including some of his most popular compositions such
as the variations on Sellinger’s Round and All in a Garden Green.
Byrd himself selected the pieces for this anthology and directed the work of
copyist John Baldwin. The meticulous, small corrections, found on almost every
page, were most probably written by Byrd himself. The grand coat-of-arms at the
beginning identifies Elizabeth, wife of Sir Henry Nevill of Billingbear (Berkshire),
as the dedicatee.
The manuscript did not become public property until 2006 when it was purchased
for the British Library. Now it is published in book form for the first time and gives
the musician an impression of the richly decorated preserved original volume.
In his commentary, Byrd specialist Oliver Neighbour describes the genesis and
history of the work. He also provides information on Byrd’s concept, the chosen
repertoire and gives technical details on the notation.
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Orchestra

First Urtext edition of a virtuoso work
In 1922 Maurice Ravel heard the young Hungarian violin virtuoso and niece of
Joseph Joachim, Jelly D’Aranyi, in concert in London. Following the performance,
Ravel spent the remainder of the evening requesting D’Aranyi to play numerous
gypsy tunes on her violin, probing her on the technical limits of the instrument.
The result of this encounter is Ravel’s virtuoso classic Tzigane.
Written originally for violin and piano or luthéal (a mechanism invented in 1919
that attaches to a piano, producing a sound similar to the rich overtones of the
Cimbalon), the premiere took place in London in April 1924. The composer had
finished the work only days beforehand. Ravel later orchestrated Tzigane and both
versions remain a “must” for music-lovers and aspiring violinists today.
Jelly D’Aranyi performed both versions regularly throughout her long career.
This Urtext edition presents the first scholarly-critical edition of Ravel’s masterpiece. It is published both in the orchestral version, complete with full score and
performance material, as well as in the composer’s earlier version for violin and
piano. All known sources, including letters, have been drawn on for the new edition; one of the available sources, consulted for the first time, was a copy of Tzigane
from the estate of Jelly D’Aranyi, which is today part of a private collection.
The version for piano and violin contains, besides the Urtext part, a second violin
part as a facsimile with performance instructions by Jelly D’Aranyi. D’Aranyi’s
alterations and fingering reflect how Ravel must have heard the work in rehearsals
and performance and as such are a document of early 20th century performance
practice. The cooperation between Ravel and D’Aranyi is comparable to that of
Brahms and Joachim working on the Brahms violin concerto.
•
•
•

First scholarly-critical Urtext edition of the work
Presented are both versions: for violin and orchestra and for violin and piano
Includes Jelly D’Aranyi’s fingering

Other Bärenreiter publications of works by Ravel:
Quatuor à cordes / String Quartet
BA 9413 · € 30.95
TP 413 · € 17.50
Trio pour piano, violon et violoncelle / Piano Trio
BA 9418 · € 27.95
Pavane pour une infante défunte
- Version for orchestra. BA 9044 · € 13.50
- Version for piano. BA 9632 · € 9.25

Maurice Ravel
Tzigane
Rhapsodie
for Violin and Orchestra
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by
Douglas Woodfull-Harris
With a foreword by Christine Baur
Score
BA 8849 · approx. € 24.95

ISMN 979-0-006-54156-0

Violin I
BA 8849-74 · approx. € 6.95

9 790006 541560

Violin II
BA 8849-75 · approx. € 6.95

Score
BA 8849

Viola
BA 8849-79 · approx. € 6.95
Violoncello
BA 8849-82 · approx. € 6.95
Double bass
BA 8849-85 · approx. € 6.95
Wind set
BA 8849-65 · approx. € 47.95
Piano reduction, also
version for violin and piano
BA 8849-90 · approx. € 17.50

New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-54155-3

9 790006 541553

Piano reduction /
Version for
violin and piano
BA 8849-90
New Issue Title

To appear in September 2012
No distribution rights
for France, Italy and Spain.
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Orchestra

Two of Joseph Haydn’s most popular
symphonies

Joseph Haydn
Symphony No. 45
in F-sharp minor
“Farewell Symphony”
Edited by C.-G. Stellan Mörner
Score
BA 10971 · approx. € 24.95
Wind set
BA 10971-65 · approx. € 14.95
Violin I: BA 10971-74 · approx. € 5.75
Violin II: BA 10971-75 · approx. € 5.75
Viola: BA 10971-79 · approx. € 5.75
Violoncello/Bass:
BA 10971-82 · approx. € 5.75
To appear in November 2012

Symphony No. 48 in C major
“Maria Theresia”
Edited by Andreas Friesenhagen
and Christin Heitmann
Score
BA 10972 · approx. € 24.95
Wind set
BA 10972-65 · approx. € 14.95
Violin I: BA 10972-74 · approx. € 5.75
Violin II: BA 10972-75 · approx. € 5.75
Viola: BA 10972-79 · approx. € 5.75
Violoncello/Bass:
BA 10972-82 · approx. € 5.75
To appear in November 2012
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from: BA 10971

Haydn’s “Farewell Symphony” is one of the most frequently played works of the
symphonic repertoire. The popular title did not derive from the composer but
refers to the final movement, at the end of which (Adagio) the musicians stop
playing one after the other, leaving only two violins to end the work. According
to an anecdote, the musicians’ exit was a means of making reference to the
demands of orchestral work at Esterháza at the end of the season.
The publication of Haydn’s Sturm und Drang Symphonies – the Farewell Symphony
and Symphony No. 48 (the so-called “Maria Theresia” Symphony) – represents a
continuation of the cooperation between Bärenreiter and the Henle publishing
company for editions of larger choral works, operas and symphonic works.
The publications are based on the Henle Complete Edition of the Works of Joseph
Haydn. Both symphonies will be published with a full score and orchestra parts on
sale in a large format.

ISMN 979-0-006-52660-4

9 790006 526604

Score
BA 10971
New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-52663-5

9 790006 526635

Score
BA 10972
New Issue Title

Contemporary Music

New Publications up to May 2012
Works for Hire
Matthias Pintscher
Ex nihilo
for small orchestra
BA 11102-72

Charlotte Seither
Merging strain
for violoncello
BA 7790

Philipp Maintz
wenn steine sich gen himmel stauen
music for baritone and orchestra
BA 11104-72

Minzmeißel
three short pieces for voice and piano
BA 9346

Works for Sale
L’ubica Cekovská
Fragments and Elegies
for accordion
BA 9380
Beat Furrer
invocation VI
for soprano and bass flute
BA 9396
fragmentos de un libro futuro
for soprano and guitar quartet
BA 9364
Giselher Klebe
Otto canti con rime di Michelangelo Buonarroti
for bass and pianoforte op. 135
BA 9304
Ernst Krenek
Gedicht von Hans Arp
for baritone and five instruments (violin, trumpet,
saxophone, percussion, piano)
BA 8280
Musik zum Puppenspiel “Die Rache des verhöhnten
Liebhabers” (Ernst Toller)
for violin, piano and voice op. 41
BA 8281
Thomas Daniel Schlee
Zwei Psalmen
for organ op. 74
BA 9352

Visible thoughts
for tenor saxophone, percussion and piano
BA 9345
Flow
for violin, flute (doubling alto flute) and violoncello
BA 9350
Passage innocent
for 12 voices (3A, 3T, 3B)
BA 9354
Haut terrain
for 12-part chamber choir
BA 9398
Waiting for T
for trumpet, trombone, violoncello and percussion
BA 11021
The long distance from zero to one
for voice of any range
BA 11004
Far from distance
for clarinet, violoncello and piano
BA 11002
Never real, always true
for solo accordion
BA 11016
Deixis
for violoncello
BA 9383
Heinz Werner Zimmermann
Lasst uns dem Herrn frohlocken
Motet for four-part choir and double bass
BA 8328
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Strings

First scholarly-critical edition

Josef Suk
Smyčcový kvartet č. 1
B-dur op. 11
String Quartet No. 1
in B-flat major op. 11
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Zdeněk Nouza
Parts
BA 9530 ∙ approx. € 29.50
Study score
TP 530 ∙ approx. € 23.50
To appear in September 2012

ISMN 979-0-2601-0480-8

Parts
BA 9530

9 790260 104808

New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-2601-0479-2

Study score
TP 530

9 790260 104792

New Issue Title
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The life of Josef Suk (1874–1935), the well-known composer and professional
violinist, was strongly influenced by his membership of the famous Czech Quartet
(founded in 1892). Suk was part of the quartet until 1933, performing in almost
four thousand concerts.
The String Quartet No. 1 in B-flat major op. 11 (1896) was the first composition
alongside the Serenade op. 6, which was published by Simrock as a result of
mediation by Suk’s father-in-law, Antonín Dvořák. Dvořák considered this work of
the young musician to be “the best that I know by him.” Suk re-wrote the fourth
movement twenty years after its completion because he was dissatisfied with the
original version. Despite his use of the same thematic material, the new version
differs so substantially that this movement is frequently performed on its own.
The primary source for the original form of the quartet was the second edition
by Simrock. For the alternative version of the Finale the present edition is based
on a score and parts marked with Suk’s corrections.

•
•

With a foreword (Cz/Eng/Ger) and critical commentary (Eng)
Also includes the later version of the fourth movement from 1915

Strings

For the 300th anniversary of the death
of Arcangelo Corelli (1653–1713)
Arcangelo Corelli, the violin virtuoso of his time, published his Sonatas for
Violin and Basso continuo opus V in Rome in the year 1700. These sonatas are a
compendium of violin playing of his time and lay the groundwork for future violin
compositions.
Over the years the sonatas have been published in nearly 100 editions, all based on
Corelli’s first edition which contains only the solo violin line above an unrealized
bass line. Today, the sonatas are well known in numerous modern continuo
realizations. However a realization from Corelli’s time by Antonio Tonelli also
exists and is presented here for the first time in a modern performing edition. This
realization is surprising in that it contains full chords, sometimes played by both
hands. At least when measured by today’s understanding, it sounds unexpected.
In addition, Bärenreiter’s new scholarly-critical edition includes for the first time
many embellishments. They have mostly been found in handwritten sources
penned by Tartini, Geminiani, McGibbon, Dubourg and Roger (from a re-print of
the sonatas from the year 1710). These embellished movements are presented in a
separate brochure, so that the musician can place them alongside Corelli’s original
on the music stand. Since not all the existing ornaments could be printed in this
present edition, additional examples are displayed on the Bärenreiter website
under the corresponding edition numbers BA 9455 and BA 9456.
Complementing this Urtext edition are a historical introduction, a critical
commentary and an appendix containing preludes to the sonatas for keyboard
by Tonelli as well as a selection of embellished keyboard movements by Corelli’s
contemporaries.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Score with realization of the basso continuo by Tonelli as well as the
surviving, unrealized figured bass line
With a separate Urtext violin part
With a separate unrealized figured continuo part
Includes a supplement with embellishments
Appendix with source descriptions, critical commentary (Eng) and preludes
for keyboard instrument by Tonelli
Additional material for download at www.baerenreiter.com

Arcangelo Corelli
Sonatas for Violin and
Basso continuo, Opus V
Volume I: Sonatas 1–6
Volume II: Sonatas 7–12
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Christopher Hogwood
Volume I
BA 9455 · approx. € 24.95
To appear in October 2012
Volume II
BA 9456 · approx. € 24.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-53511-8

ISMN 979-0-006-53512-5

9 790006 535118

9 790006 535125

BA 9455

BA 9456

New Issue Title

New Issue Title
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Antonín Dvořák

Reprints of selected works …

Antonín Dvořák
Smyčcový kvartet č. 1 A dur op. 2
String Quartet No. 1
in A major op. 2
Edited by Jarmil Burghauser and
Antonín Čubr
Foreword by Jarmil Burghauser
With additions by Hartmut Schick
(Cz/Eng/Ger)
Parts
BA 9539 · approx. € 19.95
Study score
TP 539 · approx. € 17.95
To appear in November 2012
ISMN 979-0-2601-0556-0

Parts
BA 9539

Study score
TP 539

New Issue Title

This new Bärenreiter edition presents the main musical text from the Complete
Edition of 1989 which gives the work in its final form, after Dvořák’s revision. The
edition is based on the autograph and on hand-written parts.

ISMN 979-0-2601-0555-3

•

9 790260 105560

9 790260 105553

New Issue Title
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Dvořák was only twenty years old when he wrote his String Quartet No. 1 in
A major, op. 2 (1862). The work is considered to be the composer’s second most
important work, after the String Quintet in A minor op. 1.
Dvořák did not return to working on op. 2 until 1887, when he was revising his early
works. He deleted sections from this substantial quartet sparing only the Scherzo;
the other movements where all cut by up to a third. The work was finally
premiered by orchestral musicians from the National Theatre, but a printed
edition was not published until the middle of the 20th century.

New Publications 2/2012: The Programme

With new forewords (Cz/Eng/Ger), which are based on the latest
research findings

Antonín Dvořák

… from the Complete Edition of the Works
by Antonín Dvořák

Antonín Dvořák
Klavírní trio g moll op. 26
Piano Trio in G minor op. 26
Edited by Antonín Pokorný and Karel Šolc
New foreword by Eva Velická (Cz/Eng/Ger)
Score with parts
BA 9538 · approx. € 24.95
To appear in October 2012
ISMN 979-0-2601-0554-6

Dvořák wrote a total of four works for piano trio. The second Piano Trio in G minor
op. 26 (1876) represents a conception of the form typical of the composer. At
the same time, it documents the transition from his experimental phase to the
emergence of his characteristic style which partly involved the return to definite
form and thematic clarity. The main source for this present edition was the first
printed edition (1880).

Towards the end of the 19th century the piano quartet was established as a
separate sophisticated chamber music genre. It is therefore not surprising that
the publisher Fritz Simrock asked Dvořák for a further contribution to the genre.
The second Piano Quartet in E-flat major op. 87 was composed in the summer of
1889 during a torrent of creativity: “My head is so full, if a human being could only
write it all down straight away! […] It is unexpectedly easy and the melodies simply
flow towards me. Thanks be to God!” These words could describe the quartet
itself, a work with characteristic carefree tone and clear nationalistic colouring.
The primary source for this publication was the first edition (1890).

9 790260 105546

New Issue Title

Klavírní kvartet Es dur op. 87
Piano Quartet
in E-flat major op. 87
Edited by Antonín Pokorný and Karel Šolc
New foreword by Eva Velická (Cz/Eng/Ger)
Score with parts
BA 9537 ∙ € 21.95
Already published
ISMN 979-0-2601-0553-9

9 790260 105539
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Strings

Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces ...

Antonio Vivaldi
Concerto in G major op. 3/3
Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces
Violin part and enclosed
piano accompaniment
BA 8980 · approx. € 9.95
To appear in October 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-54107-2

9 790006 541072

New Issue Title

Vivaldi achieved popularity throughout Europe with his collection L’estro
armonico op. 3. He wrote the cycle which consists of twelve violin concertos for
the orchestra of the Ospedale della Pietà where he was teacher and director
for many years.
The two fast outer movements from opus 3/3 feature ritornelli combined with
more virtuosic solo sections, as was prevalent at the time. This ritornello form
gives structure to the movements. It also gives the student who plays both the
solo and tutti sections in this edition, the opportunity to vary the returning
motives in terms of dynamics and ornamentation.
In the short but expressive Largo, distinct quarter notes alternate with patterns of
sixteenth across all the strings. This allows the student to practise various bowing
techniques.
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Strings

... now for viola and cello
4

Concerto in e-Moll
Concerto in E minor

Solo Viola

Allegro moderato q = 108

Oskar Rieding, Op. 35
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Oskar Rieding
Concerto in B minor op. 35
(transposed to E minor)
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Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces
Viola part and enclosed
piano accompaniment
BA 8983 · approx. € 9.95
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To appear in October 2012

mp

BA 8983

© 2012 by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel

For the first time the series Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces presents arrangements of
concertos for viola and violoncello. The editions are an ideal continuation of the
Sassmannshaus string methods but can of course also be used independently.
Further volumes are planned.
Since concerto op. 35 only employs the first position, it is suitable for beginners
and young students. The piece has been transposed to make it easier to play.
The concise foreword by renowned string pedagogues Christoph and Kurt
Sassmannshaus introduces the work and points out its relevant technical
requirements.

Oskar Rieding
Concerto in B minor op. 35
(transposed to D minor)
ISMN 979-0-006-54238-3

ISMN 979-0-006-54239-0

9 790006 542383

9 790006 542390

BA 8983

BA 8984

New Issue Title

New Issue Title

Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces
Cello part and enclosed
piano accompaniment
BA 8984 · approx. € 9.95
To appear in October 2012
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The new Bärenreiter series with appealing
Moonlight Serenade

Violin

Piano

q . = 125
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Popular Movie Hits
for Violin and Piano
Arranged by George Speckert
32 pages
BA 10605 · approx. € 13.95
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To appear in October 2012



 

 

   

9 790006 541928

New Issue Title







 



 
  

BA 10605

ISMN 979-0-006-54192-8

 




 
   
 

 

     






 
  

   







  
 



 
  



 







 
  

     



     
 





 
  



 

     


    



    









     





     


 

    


 





     




Words and Music: Klaus Badelt / Hans Zimmer /
Ramin Djawadi / Jim Dooley
Arr.: George Speckert
(from 'The Pirates of The Caribbean')

     









     

 
  




    




  



 

 



 
  




   

© 2004 Walt Disney Music (USA) Co
This arrangement © 2012 Walt Disney Music (USA) Co
Warner/Chappell Artemis Music Ltd, London, W6 8BS
Reproduced by permission of Faber Music Ltd
All Rights Reserved.

George Speckert’s edition presents film themes in easy attractive arrangements
for violin and piano. Besides top titles by John Williams, Hans Zimmer and James
Horner, the volume includes classical themes that have gained recent popularity
through their use in films, for example Also sprach Zarathustra by Richard Strauss,
memorably used in 2001 – A Space Odyssey, or Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries
featured in Apocalypse Now. Less well-known is the fact that Walt Disney was
praised for his masterly use of classical music in one of his first full-length films,
Fantasia, and that Stanley Kubrick also used great classical works very effectively
in practically all his films. The melodies in this edition are easy to sight-read and
are certainly fun to play.
From the contents
Melodies from the Twilight films, Titanic, Pirates of the Caribbean,
Fantasia, 2001 – A Space Odyssey and others
The arranger
George Speckert is renowned for his arrangements and compositions for
numerous Bärenreiter editions. He is a composer, author and teacher for
multi-media production as well as e-learning.
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pieces for the most popular instruments
The Music of an Irish Harper
Turlough O’Carolan (1670–1738) is considered the prototype of the travelling
Irish harpist, supplying his continually changing audience with new tunes and
poignant stories. His melodies which are steeped in Irish tradition have made
him immortal. They have also had a lasting influence on the development of Irish
music. Many of his tunes have provided a basis for thousands of later melodies.
This edition for descant or treble recorder and piano presents, among others,
the following pieces: James Betagh Jig, Carolan’s Cup, Carolan’s Farewell to Music,
Kitty Magennis, Hewlett, Mr. O’Connor, Fanny Power. The arrangements include an
optional part for a second flute.

The Music of an Irish Harper
for Recorder (Flute) and Piano

ISMN 979-0-006-54195-9

9 790006 541959

BA 10608

New Issue Title

Edited by Nicolaus Newerkla
20 pages plus a 16-page recorder part
BA 10608 · approx. € 13.95
To appear in October 2012

The English Dancing Master
Beginning in 1651, John Playford released a series of dance instructions with
corresponding melodies. After their initial success he named them The Dancing
Master. Editions continued to be published up until 1728. They incorporated
traditional as well as new song themes of the day with powerful and memorable
Baroque melodies. The most beautiful of these songs have been arranged here
for descant or treble recorder and piano accompaniment. Included, among others,
are Cols and Raw, Black and Gray and No-Body’s Jig. The arrangements include an
optional part for a second flute.
The editor
Nicolaus Newerkla, is a cembalist, arranger and ensemble director. He founded
and directs the internationally-renowned early music ensemble Quadriga Consort.

The English Dancing Master
for Recorder (Flute) and Piano

ISMN 979-0-006-54196-6

9 790006 541966

New Issue Title

BA 10609

Edited by Nicolaus Newerkla
20 pages plus a 16-page recorder part
BA 10609 · approx. € 13.95
To appear in October 2012
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The new Bärenreiter series with appealing

Christmas Hits
for two Violoncellos
Edited by Bettina Bocksch
BA 10612 · approx. € 13.95
(replaces BA 8662)
To appear in September 2012

ISMN 979-0-006-54253-6

Presented in this volume are Christmas melodies from Germany, England and
France, arranged for two violoncellos. The duets are ideal for lessons and are
fun to play at home or in concerts.

9 790006 542536

New Issue Title

From the contents
O du fröhliche
We wish you a Merry Christmas
Entre le bœuf et l’âne gris
What child is this
and many more
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pieces for the most popular instruments
Classic Hits
for 2 Cellos
Edited by Margaret Edmondson
Popular themes from works by Classical and Romantic composers have been
arranged for two violoncellos, with added bowing and fingering. The pedagogic
value of these easy arrangements lies primarily in the equal treatment of both
parts.
Contents
Carl Maria von Weber, Jägerchor (from Der Freischütz) / Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Das klinget so herrlich (from The Magic Flute) / Franz Schubert, Wiegenlied
(Cradle Song) / Ludwig van Beethoven, Ode to Joy and many more

Classic Hits
for 2 Flutes
Edited by Elisabeth Weinzierl and Edmund Wächter
This edition includes a wealth of Classical and Romantic melodies in arrangements
for two flutes. These arrangements stem from the 19th century and are by
Ernesto Köhler, Louis Drouet, Wilhelm Popp, Anton Bernhard Fürstenau and others.
Where necessary, the works have been transposed into a more suitable key
and range for the flute. Due to the moderate difficulty they are well suited for
teaching purposes. The duets are based on melodies by Mozart, Weber, Haydn,
Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Chopin, and
others.
From the contents:
Carl Maria von Weber, Barcarole / Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Das klinget so
herrlich / Robert Schumann, Träumerei / Ludwig van Beethoven, Rondo-Thema
(Pathétique) / Frédérik Chopin, Mazurka and many more
The editors
Weinzierl and Wächter perform together as the Münchner Flötenduo.
They actively develop and promote the combination of two flutes by means of
concerts, recordings, courses and the publication of music.

Classic Hits
for 2 Cellos
Edited by Margaret Edmondson
BA 10611 · € 12.95
(replaces BA 8661)
Already published

Classic Hits
for 2 Flutes
Edited by Elisabeth Weinzierl
and Edmund Wächter
BA 10613 · € 12.95
(replaces BA 7402)
Already published

ISMN 979-0-006-54252-9

9 790006 542529

BA 10611

ISMN 979-0-006-54251-2

9 790006 542512

BA 10613
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Music Books

Insight into vocal technique
The music of the 20th and 21st centuries demands a notably larger spectrum of
abilities compared with traditional vocal literature. Nicholas Isherwood describes
these techniques with numerous examples, gives practice tips and demonstrates
the techniques on the CD included with the edition.
Using Berio’s Sequenza III as an example, Isherwood shows how a singer can learn
such a work, step by step. The book also includes an overview of solo vocal
repertoire and makes reference to pieces that might be suitable for a singer with
little experience in the music of the 20th and 21st centuries.

Nicholas Isherwood
The Techniques of Singing
In English and German
approx. 200 pages with CD;
paperback
ISBN 978-3-7618-1861-9
approx. € 49.95
To appear in December 2012

Composers also will profit from this book, thanks in particular to information
on vocal registers, their limits and possibilities. In addition, the music examples
provide an insight into various notation possibilities.
Includes chapters on the following themes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From whispering to screaming
The use of electronic amplification
Micro-intervals
Multiphonics
Vibrato
Register
Flexibility
Singing and acting
Improvisation

The author
Bass-baritone Nicholas Isherwood is one of the leading singers of contemporary
music around the world today. He has worked with many notable conductors,
directors and composers, among them Bussotti, Carter, Crumb, Henze, Kagel,
Kurtág, Messiaen, Scelsi, Stockhausen and Xenakis and has taken part in over 50
recordings. Isherwood is also an active composer, director and teacher.

New Issue Title
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Music Books

State-of-the-art violin technique
Irvine Arditti who is an extraordinary violinist, a specialist for contemporary music
and the leader of the phenomenal Arditti Quartet, worked together with the
composer and conductor Robert HP Platz to produce this book on contemporary
violin technique. It presents detailed explanations of the technical possibilities of
the violin for performers and composers.
This publication takes into account the virtuosity of a new generation of soloists.
These are soloists who with their exceptional ability, have succeeded in paving
the way for a greater understanding of classical and contemporary music.
The chapters on bowing techniques, vibrato, pizzicato, glissando, flageolet,
tablatures, rhythm and electronic sound production are illustrated with
numerous musical examples and diagrams.
Particularly helpful is the accompanying DVD, where Arditti demonstrates and
explains the described techniques. Chapters on the basics of violin technique and
on Irvine Arditti’s personal experience with notable composers make the book
equally interesting for non-violinists.
The authors
Irvine Arditti, born in London in 1953, became the Principal Concert Master of the
London Symphony Orchestra at the age of 25. He left the orchestra in 1980 to
devote his time to his quartet. In recent decades Irvine Arditti has premiered a
large number of important works, many of which were written for him. Amongst
them are the violin concertos by Xenakis, Hosokawa and Ligeti, Ferneyhough’s
Terrain and Sciarrino’s Le Stagioni Artificiali. As well as having recorded over 180
CDs with the Arditti Quartet, Arditti has built an impressive catalogue of solo
recordings. His recording of Cage’s Freeman Etudes for Solo Violin has made
musical history.
Robert HP Platz, born in Baden-Baden, Germany in 1951, has conducted premieres
of over 300 works with renowned orchestras such as the Orchestre Philharmonique
de Luxembourg and worked with composers such as Hosokawa, Huber, Scelsi,
Stockhausen and Xenakis. Platz is also a composer. Since 1989 his compositions
comprise associative connected parts of a diary-like continuous complete work.
Since 1990 he teaches composition as well as performance practice regarding
contemporary music at the University of Maastricht.

Irvine Arditti,
Robert HP Platz
The Techniques of Violin Playing
In English and German
approx. 170 pages, with a DVD;
paperback
ISBN 978-3-7618-2267-8
approx. € 49.95
To appear in October 2012

New Issue Title
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Complete Editions

New Publications up to May 2012
Franz Berwald
Complete Works, Volume 24
Opera Fragments
Edited by Michael Kube, Bonnie Lomnäs and
Erling Lomnäs
BA 4924
Das Erbe deutscher Musik
Special Series, Volume 16
Silvius Leopold Weiß:
Complete Works for Lute, Volume 10
(in two separate parts)
Works from miscellaneous manuscripts. Transcription
Edited by Tim Crawford and Dieter Kirsch
EdM 1026
Gabriel Fauré
Œuvres complètes, Series I, Volume 2
Messe de Requiem op. 48 (version from 1900)
Edited by Christina M. Stahl and
Michael Stegemann
BA 9461

Georg Friedrich Handel
Halle Handel Edition, Series II, Volume 35
Arminio
Edited by Michael Pacholke
BA 4100
Leoš Janáček
Complete Critical Edition of the Works of Leoš Janáček
Series B, Volume 5-I
Glagolitic Mass, final authorised version
Edited by Jiří Zahrádka and Leoš Faltus
BA 6862
Édouard Lalo
Fiesque
L‘Opéra français, Volume 2
Edited by Hugh Macdonald
BA 8703
Johann Pachelbel
Complete Vocal Works
Volume 2: Ingressus I
Edited by Katharina Larissa Paech
BA 10552

Niels Wilhelm Gade
Works
Series I, Volume 10
Concert Overtures op. 37, 39, Ein Sommertag
Edited by Peder Kaj Pedersen
BA 7610

Franz Schubert
New Edition of the Complete Works
Series II, Volume 14
Claudine von Villa Bella
Edited by Christine Martin and Dieter Martin
BA 5568

Christoph Willibald Gluck
Complete Works, Series VI, Volume 2
Odes and Lieder
Edited by Daniela Philippi and Heinrich W. Schwab
BA 5809

Franz Schubert
New Edition of the Complete Works
Series IV, Volume 9
Lieder 9
Edited by Walther Dürr
BA 5567

Georg Friedrich Handel
Halle Handel Edition, Series I, Volume 18
(Parts 1 and 2)
Samson
Edited by Hans Dieter Clausen
BA 4099

Franz Schubert
New Edition of the Complete Works
Series VII, Section 1, Volume 3
Works for Piano Four Hands, Volume 3
Edited by Walburga Litschauer
BA 5563
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The Musicians’ Choice

RISM
Répertoire International des
Sources Musicales

Discover Bärenreiter ...

A/I: Individual Prints before
1800. Database on CD-ROM
Over 100,000
entries !

CD-ROM (with user manual)
ISBN 978-3-7618-9502-3 · € 445.00

www.baerenreiter.com

Already published
The CD-ROM of RISM series A/I: Individual Prints
before 1800 makes available the world′s largest source
collection of printed musical works for the first time in
electronic form.
The CD-ROM offers scholars, musicians, librarians and
music antiquarians – in short, all people and institutions
that work with musical sources – significant assistance
for researching historical musical prints.
Additional copies for libraries
available at a reduced price upon request.

•

All entries are displayed in full text and are oriented
in structure to the titles in the printed volumes.

•

Transferring text to a separate document
is possible.

•

Display on a standard browser.

Improved Functionality
l Simple navigation enables quick orientation
l Clearly laid out structure of pages

Improved Search Facility
l Comprehensive product information
l User-friendly searches by means of keywords
l Product recommendations

Focus
l A new area where current themes
are presented in detail

... the New Website
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Your Contacts

Sales and Marketing
International
Director of Sales and Marketing
Corinne Votteler
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-175
votteler@baerenreiter.com

Switzerland · France · Belgium ·
Luxembourg · Italy
Sales and Marketing
Dr. Christiane Loskant
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-112
loskant@baerenreiter.com
Customer Services
Ursula Münich
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-326
Fax ++49 (0) 561 31806-64
muenich@baerenreiter.com

Scandinavia · Netherlands · Spain · Portugal ·
Latin America · Middle East
Sales and Marketing
Catriona Glatthaar
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-179
glatthaar@baerenreiter.com
Customer Services
Margot Schmidl
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-322
Fax ++49 (0) 561 31806-61
schmidl@baerenreiter.com

Central and Eastern Europe · Russia
Bärenreiter Praha s. r. o.
náměstí Jiřího z Poděbrad 112/19
130 00 Praha 3
Czech Republic
Sales and Marketing
Maxim Belčikov
Tel. ++420 274 001 932
Fax ++420 222 220 829
belcikov@baerenreiter.cz
Customer Services
Jana Sanigova
Tel. ++420 274 001 933
Fax ++420 222 220 829
cservice@baerenreiter.cz

Sales and Marketing
Germany · Austria
Director of Sales and Marketing
Ivan Dorenburg
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-162
dorenburg@baerenreiter.com
Sales and Marketing
Gerlinde Neurath
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-188
neurath@baerenreiter.com
Franziska Watzl
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-170
watzl@baerenreiter.com

USA · Canada · Greece
Sales and Marketing
Petra Woodfull-Harris
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-173
pwoodfull-harris@baerenreiter.com
Customer Services
Martin Wagner
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-319
Fax ++49 (0) 561 31806-56
wagner@baerenreiter.com

Asia
Sales and Marketing
Corinne Votteler
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-175
votteler@baerenreiter.com
Customer Services
Britta Hoppe
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-327
Fax ++49 (0) 561 31806-52
hoppe@baerenreiter.com

UK · British Commonwealth
Bärenreiter Ltd.
Christopher J. Jackson
Patrick J. Abrams
Burnt Mill, Elizabeth Way
Harlow, Essex CM20 2HX, GB
Tel. ++44 (0) 1279 828930
Fax ++44 (0) 1279 828931
info@barenreiter.co.uk
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Public Relations
Johannes Mundry
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-154
Fax ++49 (0) 561 3105-310
mundry@baerenreiter.com

Hire Material
Bärenreiter · Alkor
Alkor-Edition
Heinrich-Schütz-Allee 35
34131 Kassel
Tel. ++49 (0) 561 3105-288/289
Fax ++49 (0) 561 3 77 55
order.alkor@baerenreiter.com
www.alkor-edition.com

Imprint
Bärenreiter-Verlag
Karl Vötterle GmbH & Co. KG
Heinrich-Schütz-Allee 35-37
34131 Kassel · Germany
Errors excepted; price changes
and delivery terms subject to
change without notice. Content
valid as of July 2012.
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